Walk-in Reservation
An app that allows walk-in room reservations through designated devices in the office

What is Walk-in Reservation?
The Walk-in Reservation app provides users with a centralised app to view meeting room availability and make reservations. The app will be installed in devices placed strategically around the office for the users’ convenience.

App Description:
This canvas app was built through Power Platform. Through custom connectors, it integrates with Power Apps API and Office 365 for data stored in the users’ My Planner app.

App Benefits:
- Walk-in and create room reservation at the doorstep of the selected meeting room.
- A centralized solution for an organisation’s meeting rooms.
- Intuitive and visually appealing user interface.

App Features:
- View availability and reserve meeting rooms through one app.
- Schedule meetings remotely from other branches.
- Customise fields and add descriptions for meetings.
- Gain access using credentials for the organisation’s domain.
Offerings and Delivery Models that are Tailored to Specific Demands

Leverage Microsoft Solutions and Realise Value Faster

**Advisory Services**
- **Governance**: Assessment and advice to establish a tailored governance framework
- **Ideation Services**: Facilitated ideation workshops to explore and validate solutions
- **App Review**: Review of existing apps against best practices with supporting findings and recommendations
- **App Assessment**: Assess new apps or migrating legacy apps onto the Power Platform
- **App Roadmap**: Define a strategy for building and implementing Power Apps
- **Proof of Concept**: Rapidly develop an application or solution to prove out Power Platform
- **End-to-End Solution**: Full project implementation
- **Retainer**: On-demand, near real-time advice across a broad set of functions

**Managed Services**
- **App in a Day**: One-day hands-on workshop to explore the potential of Power Apps
- **Flow in a Day**: One-day hands-on workshop to highlight the function of Power Automate
- **Dashboard in a Day**: One-day hands-on workshop on Power BI to demonstrate data links and report generation
- **Power Virtual Agents in Day**: One-day hands-on workshop on building chatbots using Power Virtual Agents
- **Admin in a Day**: One-day hands-on workshop on effectively managing Power Platform
- **Hackathon**: One-day hands-on session to solve real-life business scenarios in a supported environment
- **Power Platform in a Week**: One-week hands-on program including 3 In a Day workshops, followed by a two-day Hackathon

Barhead provides global enterprise level services.


Business solutions for standalone apps, or apps that extend existing Microsoft solutions.

Pre-built solutions from Barhead’s research and development team.

Deployment models, best practices and governance.

Contact us at www.barhead.com for any inquiries or questions.